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RESEARCH AND DESIGN OF AN AUTOMATED SECURITY EVENT ANALYSIS AND
HANDLING FRAMEWORK BASED ON THREAT INTELLIGENCE

LINJIANG XIE, ZHOUYUAN LIAO∗, AND HANRUO LI

Abstract. In order to deeply explore and utilize the value of threat intelligence, strengthen research on attack organizations,
and grasp the correlation between attack organizations, the author proposes the research and design of an automated security event
analysis and handling framework based on threat intelligence. The author extracts the behavioral characteristics of the attack
organization based on known APT attacks, and uses the machine learning framework Light GBM to establish a multi classification
model to complete the analysis of unknown APT attack organizations. Through the study of multi-dimensional analysis of multi-
source threat intelligence, attack organization correlation and judgment, an attack organization correlation and judgment system
has been designed and implemented. The system includes six modules: threat intelligence collection module, threat intelligence
multi-dimensional analysis module, attack organization fingerprint library module, attack organization correlation module, attack
organization analysis module, and user module, providing attack organization correlation and judgment services for network security.
The test results show that the intelligence reading and search query function can achieve the reading of various information of
attack organizations, and achieve visual display of threat intelligence. The intelligence management function can achieve operations
such as adding, deleting, and updating intelligence. The user management function of the system can achieve the management of
administrator users and ordinary users. After testing, all functions of the system have been implemented and meet expectations.
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1. Introduction. With the rise of big data and the development of ”Internet plus”, the collection scope
of threat intelligence has been greatly expanded. Threat intelligence describes existing or imminent threats
or dangers to assets, and can notify the subject to make some response to the relevant threats or dangers [1].
The modern information technology represented by the Internet, especially mobile payments, cloud computing,
social networks, and search engines, has had a fundamental impact on human financial models, accompanied
by increasing external risks. How to strengthen the information security management of banks and form
a scientific and effective information security management system to prevent financial information risks has
become a major issue currently facing the financial industry. Organization and scale are increasingly becoming
the most prominent characteristics of network attacks, and each attack is carried out with premeditation.
Planned and often with political objectives, more and more national dreams and the construction of attack
organizations and the implementation of attack behaviors have increased the difficulty of network defense due
to the background of national cyber attacks.

At present, the implementation of relevant security technologies does not receive legal protection, such
as extracting P message information. Monitoring device status and other issues are all related to personal
privacy, and these issues cannot be solved solely through technological means. They rely more on the updating
and improvement of network security laws and regulations. In order to better maintain cyberspace security
and respond to APT attacks, threat intelligence has emerged. Threat intelligence is seen as a ”visible” tool
for quickly and effectively resisting attacks and maintaining cyberspace security Ability. From a personal
perspective, threat intelligence can serve as an important defense indicator, and attackers also need threat
intelligence to update technical means and achieve the goal of hiding their true identity through attack infor-
mation forgery and intelligence. From the perspective of enterprises, different security companies can exchange
different threat intelligence, such as vulnerability information[2]. P reputation information, license list. White
list, etc., to achieve an integrated network of internal and external resources, thereby achieving collaborative
street prevention, and forming products such as vulnerability detection, threat detection, etc. to generate
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commercial profits.
For a country, threat intelligence is crucial for maintaining national security and safeguarding national

interests. Safeguarding the legitimate rights and interests of citizens is of great significance, and even includes
attackers. Attacking organizational information plays a strategic role in diplomacy and national defense. At
present, research on threat intelligence mainly focuses on the productization of security vendors, with a general
direction of providing traditional security products such as PS (Intrusion Prevention System) and information
exchange modes. However, the value of threat intelligence is not as simple as productization, as it contains a
large amount of attack organization information such as attack methods and tools. Attack behavior patterns,
attack intentions, etc. can be correlated and judged through in-depth analysis of threat intelligence and
value mining. Network attack and defense is essentially a major game and competition between attackers and
defenders using the network as the battlefield. The analysis, research, and tracing of attack organizations
can help develop targeted defense strategies to achieve effective defense and precise strikes. Therefore, the
importance of threat intelligence analysis and research for attacking organizations in network defense cannot be
ignored. Attackers use various techniques such as forging IP addresses, springboards, and anonymous networks
to hide their identities and evade tracing, which undoubtedly poses a huge challenge to the tracing of attack
organizations. However, it is precisely due to the existence of various tracing and forensics technologies such
as host IP tracing, malicious code analysis, and packet logging that tracing tracing becomes possible, it is
precisely the analysis results of these technologies that provide content support and technical possibilities for
the association and analysis of attack organizations. At present, research on attack organizations around the
world still presents fragmented characteristics, and there is no real system that can complete the analysis
functions of various attack organizations. Therefore, the author’s research on the correlation and judgment of
attack organizations based on multidimensional analysis of threat intelligence and its method implementation
have important research and application value [3,4].

2. Methods. The attack tactics and objectives of different APT organizations are different. The attack
time, attack tactics, attack objectives, IOC, etc. of the attack organization are saved as threat intelligence,
which includes the characteristic information of the attack organization. By extracting these features, an attack
organization fingerprint library can be formed. By using the attack organization features, an association of
existing attack organizations can be established. At the same time, When the network is attacked again, the
attack organization can be determined by comparing the attack traces with the attack organization fingerprint
database [5]. As shown in Figure 2.1. Based on the above research ideas, the following steps are required:
Acquisition of multi-source threat intelligence: Selecting multiple sources to obtain a large amount of threat

intelligence and establishing a threat request intelligence base is the foundation and prerequisite of this
study.

Multidimensional analysis of threat intelligence: Based on basic theories and analysis models, conduct multidi-
mensional analysis of threat intelligence, extract feature indicators from each dimension, and establish
a threat intelligence feature library;

Establishment of attacker organization fingerprint database: Analyze and process the collected threat intelli-
gence to establish an attack organization fingerprint database [6];

Attack organization homology determination: Attack organization homology refers to the similarity between
two attack organizations. By using this similarity analysis to determine whether two attacking organi-
zations are unified or have associations, it can be achieved through similarity analysis between different
organizations;

Consistency determination of attacking organizations: Research and judgment of attacking organizations. Com-
paring recently captured attack events with known attack organizations to determine the category of
their attack organizations can be achieved through machine learning.

2.1. Acquisition of multi-source threat intelligence. At present, there are roughly four sources of
threat intelligence for security teams: Public sources, commercial sources, open source intelligence sources, and
internal data. The credibility of threat intelligence sources is often measured by the authority of the intelligence
source. As shown in Equation 2.1, Au represents the credibility of different sources, where S is the intelligence
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Fig. 2.1: Research ideas on attack organization association and judgment based on multi-dimensional analysis
of threat intelligence

source and r is the Alexa ranking of the source site [7,8].

Au =



0, Sϵunknown

0.2, SϵIndependent source station, blog
0.4, Sϵsite & r < 106

0.6, Sϵsite & rϵ[104, 106]

0.8, Sϵsite & r > 104

1, SϵA well-known organization or institution

(2.1)

The author’s research is based on credible threat intelligence, and the credibility of threat intelligence from
different sources also varies. Therefore, in order to ensure the credibility of threat intelligence, the author’s
sources of threat intelligence include public threat intelligence sources, open-source threat intelligence sources,
and internal data, mainly including threat intelligence based on APT reports, shared intelligence on threat
intelligence platforms, and accumulated data in practice (internal data) [9]. Research reports publicly released
by national security departments, renowned security vendors or organizations, etc., on APT analysis intelligence.
They rely on their own devices and platforms to mine various elements in APT attack events, then trace their
sources, complete attack scenario reconstruction, and form analysis reports, which include specific analysis
processes and results, as well as complete intelligence information such as attack tools, targets, and events.
APT reports, as intelligence with rich knowledge content, have extremely high utilization value and are the
highest level of threat intelligence. However, due to the wide distribution and large quantity of APT reports, it
is difficult to collect them. At the same time, even with APT reports, accurately extracting threat intelligence
from them also requires a lot of time. Therefore, this part of the workload is huge and difficult, which requires
a lot of time and effort.

The publicly recognized machine readable intelligence provided by various threat intelligence sharing plat-
forms is a clue to a network threat that has been analyzed and discovered at a certain time, and many platforms
provide API interfaces, some of which require payment. At the same time, the data structure and information
content of each shared platform are different, and not all threat intelligence is related to the attack organization,
requiring screening and judgment.
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Fig. 2.2: Multidimensional Model of Threat Intelligence

2.2. Threat Intelligence Multidimensional Analysis Model. The research on attack organization
involves a wide and complex range of technical means, including packet tracking, attack trace retention tech-
nology, malicious sample analysis, etc. These technologies obtain clue information of the attack organization
through technical analysis of the attack process, which to some extent characterizes its characteristics [10].
The author focuses on the research of attack organizations, starting with threat intelligence, learning from the
threat intelligence pyramid model, attack chain model, and diamond model, as well as different threat intelli-
gence standards. With the ultimate requirement of attack organization association and judgment, the author
integrates tactical intelligence, operational intelligence, and strategic intelligence. Through threat intelligence
analysis and research, a multi-dimensional threat intelligence model guided by attack organization association
and judgment is proposed. As shown in Figure 2.2, the model includes three dimensions: time dimension,
spatial dimension, and content dimension, and proposes different feature indicators based on each dimension
to establish a multidimensional analysis of threat intelligence. The proposal and establishment of this model
mainly aims to deeply mine higher value threat intelligence information related to attack organizations through
multidimensional analysis of threat intelligence, and use this model to achieve association and analysis of attack
organizations.

(1) Characteristic indicators based on time dimension. Each attack is accompanied by a time characteristic,
which is an inherent important characteristic of threat intelligence. Although IOC has timeliness and its role in
the defense process may be reduced or even lost, for attacking organizations, each attack will last for a long time.
Early threat intelligence can be used for early warning and defense in the later stage [11,12]. The time at which
each attack organization initiates an attack varies, and the identity information of the attack organization can
be inferred from the time. It can also be distinguished from other attack organizations. For example, APT28
(Fantasy Bear) is considered to have a Russian background, partly because during attack analysis, security
engineers found that over 96% of the malware samples were compiled between Monday and Friday, and over
89% were in the UTC+4 time zone, Compiled between 8am and 6pm, similar to the working hours in Moscow
and St. Petersburg, and judged to have a Russian background based on other information. At the same time,
the attack time of different attackers varies over a long period of time. In order to clarify the relationship
between attackers and attack time and support the time differentiation between different attack organizations,
the author selected APT32 and BITTER as examples for analysis. Figure 2.3 shows the temporal distribution
of all threat intelligence of APT32 and BITTER attack organizations from 2017 to 2022, with the horizontal
axis representing time, the vertical axis represents the proportion of time distribution in all IOC within that
time period.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that when an attacking organization initiates an attack, time clues
are left behind. These time clues are also important content of threat intelligence. We can obtain the time
dimension characteristics of the attacking organization by analyzing the time distribution of threat intelligence,
which can be used as a classification basis for different attacking organizations. In summary, there is a certain
correlation between time and attack events and attack organizations, which can be used as one of the specific
indicators for classifying and judging attack organizations. Therefore, the characteristic indicator of the time
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Fig. 2.3: Time distribution of APT32 and BITTER attacks

dimension of threat intelligence is the occurrence time of the attack event. Specifically, assuming that a threat
intelligence is represented by ”T”, its time dimension is represented by ”Tt”, and the attack time is ”T”:

Tt = [t] (2.2)

(2) Feature indicators based on content dimension. The collection of threat intelligence is a long and arduous
process. Due to inadequate sharing mechanisms, the description of the same threat intelligence obtained through
different sources and methods often does not have significant deviation, and there is a problem of one-sided
content description [13]. Therefore, on the basis of analyzing the obtained threat intelligence, the author also
comprehensively analyzed the intelligence content of multiple threat intelligence sharing platforms. In response
to the main problem of the attack organization studied by the author, several characteristics with obvious
directionality for the attack organization were abstracted from the multi-source threat intelligence. The main
indicators include: attack target, attack purpose, attack event, code features IOC (URL, Hash, Domain, P,
Emai1), Intelligence Description.

Specifically, assuming that ”T” represents a threat intelligence information with a content dimension of
”Tc”. ”C1” represents the ”attack target” of ”T”, ”c2” represents the ”attack purpose” of ”T”, ”c3” represents
the ”attack event” of ”T”, and ”c4” represents the ”code feature” of ”T”, If ”c5” represents the ”URL” of ”T”,
”c6” represents the ”Hash” of ”T”, ”c7” represents the ”Domain” of ”T”, ”c8” represents the ”IP” of ”T”, ”c9”
represents the ”Eamil” of ”T”, and ”c10” represents the ”intelligence description” of ”T”, then the content
dimension Tc of threat intelligence ”T” can be expressed as:

Tc = [c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9, c10] (2.3)

(3) Feature indicators based on spatial dimensions. According to the diamond model of threat intelligence,
infrastructure describes the physical or logical structures used by attackers to deliver capabilities, such as
IP addresses, domain names, email addresses, etc. Due to the limitations of attack costs, the infrastructure
chosen by attackers is often concentrated in a certain space, so security analysts often believe that some
location information of the infrastructure is to some extent related to the attack organization or can be used
to distinguish different attack organizations [14]. The ”geographic location” information contained in threat
intelligence can analyze the infrastructure status of attacking organizations, determine their possible locations,
and distinguish different attacking organizations, therefore it is considered as one of the indicators of the spatial
dimension of threat intelligence. In addition, each attacking organization has many purposes for implementing
network attacks, and is currently increasingly politicized, including the influence of ”geopolitical” factors. In
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Fig. 2.4: Schematic diagram of tree structure

other words, the geographical location of the victims pointed to in these threat intelligence is also an important
indicator for determining the attack organization. Therefore, the geographical location of the victim included
in the threat intelligence is also considered as one of the characteristics of the spatial dimension.

In summary, the spatial dimension of threat intelligence includes two characteristic indicators, one is the
distribution of address locations where the attack organization’s infrastructure is located, and the other is
the distribution of victim location information. Specifically, assuming that a threat intelligence information is
represented by ”T”, its spatial dimension is represented by ”T1”, its home location is ”l1”, and the attacked
country or region is ”l2”, then the spatial dimension T1 of threat intelligence ”T” can be expressed as:

Tl = [l1, l2] (2.4)

2.3. Attack Organization Analysis Based on LightGBM Model. The analysis of attack organiza-
tions is the determination of attack organizations for APT attacks that have already occurred, which is the
consistency determination of attack organizations. It is based on the characteristics of attack organizations
that have already occurred to define the initiator of new attack events. Ultimately, it is essentially a multi
classification problem. There are two methods for this, one is to use the idea of attack organization similar-
ity. Every time a new APT attack occurs, the similarity between the event and each attack organization in
the attack organization fingerprint database is calculated to determine the direction of analysis. It is obvious
that the time complexity of this method is linearly related to the number of known APT organizations in the
fingerprint database. When the number of known APT organizations is too large, it will lead to excessive
computational complexity. A more efficient method is to train multiple classification models through machine
learning to complete the analysis of attack organizations.

(1) Fundamentals of Classification Models. The structure composed of nodes and edges is called a tree,
as shown in Figure 2.4. The root node splits into child nodes, and the byte point splits into new child nodes
by re serving as the parent node. Decision Tree, as the name suggests, utilizes a tree structure for decision-
making, using each non leaf node (i.e. the connecting line in the graph) as a judgment condition and each leaf
node (i.e. the circle in the graph) as a conclusion. Starting from the root node, draw a conclusion through
multiple judgments. LightGBM is a gradient boosting framework based on decision tree learning algorithms.
LightGBM chooses a decision tree algorithm based on histogram, which first divides accurately continuous
values into discrete ”bin” and then accumulates statistics in the histogram with ”bin” as the index, then, based
on the discrete values of the histogram, traverse to find the optimal segmentation point. This can simplify data
expression, reduce memory usage, and avoid overfitting.

Unlike GBDT, LightGB uses a Leaf wise leaf growth strategy with depth constraints. Compared to Level
wise, Leaf wise is more efficient, can reduce errors, and has higher accuracy. Level-wise splits one layer of
leaves at a time, resulting in unnecessary overhead due to its indistinguishable nature. However, the Leaf-wise
strategy first searches for the leaf with the highest splitting gain from all the current leaves before splitting,
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which has the disadvantage of overfitting, therefore, LightGBM has added a maximum depth limit on this basis
to avoid overfitting.

Category features are often used in machine learning processes, and most machine learning tools require
the transformation of category features into multidimensional one hot encoded features. LightGBM directly
supports category features without the need for additional one hot encoding, which reduces spatial and temporal
efficiency. Compared to other frameworks, LightGBM has better performance, with advantages such as high
training efficiency, low memory usage, and high accuracy.

(2) LightGBM model based on attack organization features. In this project, we will transform attack orga-
nization analysis into a multi classification problem solution. The specific classification algorithm process is as
follows:
Step 1: Feature Engineering. A multi-dimensional model based on threat intelligence. By analyzing the attack

organization, we establish a feature library for the attack organization. The characteristics of the attack
organization include attack tactics, attack population, attack purpose, attack target, etc. Extract 51
feature dimensions from 99 attack organizations.

Step 2: Input. Encode the attack sample according to each feature, with 1 for the feature included and 0 for
the feature not included, and map it to the vector space. And mark each vector category with the name
of the attack organization, representing the 99 types of attack organizations as 99 dimensional vectors.
Assuming that a sample x belongs to attack organization 2 (the attack organization has already been
encoded in advance), then the sample is classified as category [0,1,0,0...]. By analogy, label all samples
with attack organization categories;

Step 3: Training. In fact, a classification tree is trained for each possible category of the sample. There are
a total of 99 attack organization categories in this round, which means that each sample includes 99
trees during each training round. For example, the first tree is for the first category of sample x, with
the input being (x, 0), and the second tree is for the second category of sample x, with the input being
(x, 1)… Ultimately, the predicted values f1(x), f2(x) for each tree for sample x can be solved… Then,
using softmax to generate probability, the probability of belonging to a certain attack organization n
is:

pn =
exp(fn(x))

99∑
k=1

exp(fk(x))

(2.5)

Step 4: Iteration. Calculate the residuals f11(x) = 0− p1(x), f22(x) = 1− p2(x), f33(x) = 0− p3(x) for each
attack organization categor. Then use (x, f11(x)), (x, f22(x)), (x, f33(x))… As input for each category,
iterate through M rounds, constructing 99 trees for each sample in each round. After training, we
obtain a decision model labeled n for each category:

FnM =

M∑
m=1

ĈnmI(xϵRnm) (2.6)

Step 5: Determine. When an unknown attack occurs, it can be used as sample input to determine the type of
attack organization. Assuming the sample to be tested is y, the probability that y belongs to a certain
category c can be obtained by inputting the trained decision model as follows:

pc =
exp(fc(x))

99∑
k=1

exp(fk(x))

(2.7)

We will use all attack samples from 99 attack organizations containing these features as training samples,
and then use the Light GBM framework to train a model that can be used for attack organization classification
[15]. In this process, our main focus is on parameter tuning. Light GBM through num leaves, learning rate,
max depth, feature_fraction, objective, num_Several main parameters of class are used to control and optimize
the algorithm, among which max_depth, feature_fraction, bagging, and fraction can all control or assist in
controlling overfitting phenomena.
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2.4. Overall Design of Attack Organization Association and Analysis System.
(1) Design concept of the system. The implementation of this system is based on the analysis of threat

intelligence. The first problem to be solved is the acquisition of threat intelligence, which integrates multiple
sources such as threat intelligence platform intelligence data, APT reports, and internal data to collect threat
intelligence and form a threat intelligence library; Process the collected multi-source heterogeneous threat
intelligence data to solve the problems of low credibility and high error rate, and form a threat intelligence
feature library based on a multi-dimensional threat intelligence model, thereby forming an attack organization
fingerprint library; Then, use similarity algorithms with different dimensions to calculate the association of
attack organizations and determine their homology; Utilize the LightGBM framework to achieve consistency
determination of attack organizations and output analysis results. Finally, the attack organization association
and analysis system will be implemented.

(2) System architecture. Based on the above requirements analysis, the overall architecture of the prototype
system includes six modules, namely threat intelligence collection module, threat intelligence multi-dimensional
analysis module, attack organization fingerprint library module, attack organization association module, attack
organization analysis module, and user module. Each module has different functional designs [16].

The acquisition of threat intelligence is the foundation and support of this study. This topic selected multi-
ple threat intelligence sources to collect data, including obtaining APT reports through crawler technology and
extracting threat intelligence. This includes collecting various intelligence data from multiple threat intelligence
platforms, including intelligence data accumulated in practice, and enriching intelligence by comprehensively
collecting relevant information from multiple threat intelligence sources. At the same time, the sources of threat
intelligence are diverse and the structure is relatively complex. In order to facilitate subsequent analysis and
processing, it is necessary to screen and process the collected intelligence data, eliminate threat intelligence
with low credibility or errors, and correct errors that occur during the collection process. Based on the multi-
dimensional analysis module of threat intelligence, deep analysis of threat intelligence is achieved, extracting
feature indicators and attack organization information from time, space, and content dimensions. Organize
threat intelligence with attack organizations as the core, and form a fingerprint database of attack organiza-
tions that can be used for association and analysis of attack organizations. Based on the multi-dimensional
analysis module of threat intelligence and the fingerprint database module of attack organizations, the similarity
calculation is used to determine the homology of attack organizations and establish the correlation relationship
between attack organizations. Using the attack organization (event) to be detected as input, consistency is
determined using the LightGBM model, and the analysis results are output. User module: Implement the
management of user information and permissions.

(3) The hierarchical design of the system structure. Based on the analysis of market demand and the
functional positioning of the system, as well as the usage scenarios of this association and analysis system, the
author designed and implemented an attack organization association and analysis system using BS architecture,
which combines a three-layer architecture and MVC using a hierarchical pattern for structural design. Through
request and response data operations between layers, communication between layers is achieved [17]. Within
each layer, modular development is carried out according to the overall system architecture of the system.
Layering modules can achieve high cohesion and low coupling, and reduce development complexity by improving
code reusability. When users use the system, they initiate requests through a browser and do not directly operate
background programs, ensuring the security and stability of the system. The structural hierarchy of the system
is designed from top to bottom as the presentation layer, application layer, and data layer. The content of each
level is introduced as follows:
Presentation layer: Refers to the human-machine interaction interface provided by the system service, including

visual display and system interface. It presents data in a user-friendly manner on the page with a user
orientation, and is simple and clear, in line with user habits, and convenient for user operation. On
the graphical system interface, users can perform operations such as querying.

Application layer: The application layer is the center of the system’s business logic processing and calculation,
mainly including threat intelligence collection module, threat intelligence multi-dimensional analysis
module, attack organization fingerprint library module, attack organization association module, and
attack organization analysis module. It is located in the middle layer of the entire structure and serves
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Table 3.1: Display of Analysis Output Function

ID Test file name Output Results
1 test sample 78-Urpage-52.48%

Table 3.2: User Management Function

ID Login Name Joined on Is it enabled
1 admin 2021-1-1-11:11 Enabled
2 yeshun 2021-1-1-11:11 deactivated

as a connection between the presentation layer and the data layer.
Data layer: The data layer is the bottom layer of the entire structure, playing the role of the ”database”

decision-making and serving as the database resources of the entire system, mainly including threat
intelligence data, threat intelligence dimension features, attack organization data, and user data.

3. Results and Analysis.

3.1. Testing Environment. The attack organization association and analysis system developed in this
project is a WEB system with a B/S architecture, and users need to request access through a web browser
when using the system [18]. The testing environment for this system is different browsers for different operating
systems, such as IE browser on Windows and Google browser on Mac. From the browser side testing verification,
all the service functions provided by the system backend are normal.

3.2. System functional testing. The system has been tested for functionality in the Chrome browser on
Windows 10 as follows. The intelligence reading and search query function can achieve the reading of various
information about attacking organizations, and achieve intuitive display of threat intelligence. The intelligence
management function can achieve operations such as adding, deleting, and updating intelligence. The associa-
tion analysis function can clearly display the association relationship of attack organizations after calculating
the similarity of each dimension. In this section, the similarity threshold setting and attack organization input
are specially designed. By outputting the name of the attack organization to be queried and the lowest simi-
larity, the association relationship graph related to it with a similarity greater than the threshold is analyzed
and output. The results can serve as the basis for determining the homology of attack organizations. Table 3.1
shows the analysis output function, where the input is the attack samples to be detected and the output is the
analysis results of the attack organization. Table 3.2 shows the user management function of the system, which
enables the management of administrator users and ordinary users. After testing, all functions of the system
have been implemented and meet expectations [19,20].

4. Conclusion. In recent years, an increasing number of APT attacks have threatened China’s cyberspace
security, bringing heavy pressure to cybersecurity defense. As the saying goes, ”Knowing oneself and the en-
emy is invincible in a hundred battles.” In order to occupy a favorable position in the game of network attack
and defense and make breakthroughs in deep tracing, it is essential to study and master attack organizations.
The author has conducted research on the association and analysis of attack organizations based on threat
intelligence, and designed and implemented a system for the association and analysis of attack organizations.
The attack organization association and analysis system developed in this project is a WEB system with B/S
architecture, and users need to request access through a web browser when using the system. The testing envi-
ronment for this system is different browsers for different operating systems, such as IE browser on Windows
and Google browser on Mac. From the browser side testing verification, all the service functions provided by the
system backend are normal. At present, the analysis technology of threat intelligence is rapidly developing, and
research on APT is also receiving increasing attention from domestic and foreign researchers. The author pro-
poses a multi-dimensional analysis based on threat intelligence to study the correlation and judgment methods
of attack organizations, and designs and implements an attack organization correlation and judgment system,
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which to some extent solves the problem of determining the homology and consistency of attack organizations,
and can provide research ideas and guidance for security analysts. However, there are still some issues worth
further research in future learning. Although certain achievements have been made in multi-dimensional anal-
ysis based on threat intelligence, the characteristics of each dimension are still not detailed enough, and there
are still some features that cannot be obtained. How to obtain more detailed content and detailed dimensional
features of threat intelligence needs to be further deepened in the analysis of threat reports.
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